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This paper uses improved technology for dynamic strain measurement to investigate the dynamic strain signals of blasting wave
action tested in the range of 8–16 cm from the central blast. Based on the blasting mechanism and on the analysis of signal
characteristics, blasting waves are recognized and divided into three zones, namely, shock wave zone, stress wave zone, and gas-
expanding zone. This paper studies the relationships between stress, strain, and time of every zone. The tensile and compressive
stresses of stress wave are considered. After the blasting test, four cracks from the borehole center toward the minimum burden
appear at the model surface. The relationship between blasting wave and concrete damage is analyzed.

1. Introduction

Concrete is often used to reinforce mine tunnels. In a mining
excavation, the blasting excavation method is often applied.
This method may damage the concrete reinforcement and
consequently change the stress-strain response of concrete
under static load. According to the mechanism of rock
blasting, the combined effects of blasting shock wave, stress
wave, and gas expansion (collectively called blasting wave in
this paper) will be exerted on the area adjacent to the contact
structure at the instant of blasting [1, 2]. These waves are
distinct from one another in terms of action time, action area,
characteristics of loading and unloading, time-frequency dis-
tributions, allocation of energy, attenuation, and contribution
to damage. Studies on the essential characteristics of blasting
waves based on real-time tests are significant in many fields,
such as mining engineering, as well as studies on stress-strain
relations of rock mass [3–5], the characteristics of the source
of blasting seismic wave [2, 6], and so on.

Thus far, some studies have investigated blasting waves
at the instant of detonation or blasting [7–9]. Wen et al.
[10] obtained the peak values of the shock wave between
0.81 and 22.3GPa in different positions. These references
mainly investigated the detonations or the shock wave in the
medium, thereby promoting understanding of the blasting

mechanism. However, because of the complexity of blasting,
the limitations of equipment to experiment on the adjacent
area, and the constraints in technology, among others, only
a few studies have investigated the tension phase after shock
wave [11, 12]. Few studies have made progress in the study of
the combined effects of blasting shock wave, stress wave, and
gas expansion on the adjacent area at the instant of blasting;
the separation of each wave from the result; and the essential
characteristics of these waves because of the difficulty in
obtaining the blasting wave signals.

Based on laboratory tests, the transient blasting wave
strain signals in the concretemodel are tested using resistance
strain gauges with a highly dynamic strain testing system.
This study also quantitatively examines the blasting wave
and the essential characteristics of the separated blasting
shock wave, stress wave, and gas expansion, considering such
factors as action time, action area, dynamic strain variation,
characteristics of loading and unloading, velocity and accel-
eration of test points, and features of time-frequency energy.

2. Blasting Test Results

The specimens are precast concrete with size of 500mm ×
500mm × 350mm cuboid, as shown in Figure 1, at the center
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Protective plate

Figure 1: Concrete test model.

of which there is a borehole 250mm deep and 8mm in
diameter. Six radial strain gauges are preburied in eachmodel,
and the test pointsA andB are 9 cm deep located along the
direction of the minimum free face, 8 and 16 cm away from
the center line of the borehole, respectively. To eliminate the
influence of the free face surrounding the model, which may
affect the blasting result, butter is coated onto the protective
plate to constrict concrete block during the blasting.

A total of 108 test points of 18 models are tested for
dynamic strain wave in this paper. The relationship between
voltage signal 𝑈

0
and dynamic strain 𝜀

𝑑
is as follows:

𝜀
𝑑
=

4𝑈
0

𝐾𝑈
1
𝐴

, (1)

where 𝑈
0
is the output voltage (𝑉), 𝑈

1
is the bridge voltage

(𝑉), 𝐾 is the sensitivity coefficient of the strain gauge, 𝜀
𝑑
is

the dynamic strain of the strain gauge, and 𝐴 is the gain.
Assuming the specimens are in the elastic stage, the strain

value can be obtained by 𝜎 = 𝐸𝜀
𝑑
. The time-strain curves

of the test points A and B, which are 8 cm and 16 cm away
from the center line of the borehole, respectively, in different
conditions, are shown in Figure 2 after being transformed by
formula (1). Based on the test results, other blasting waves
obtained in the test have the same forms as in Figure 2,
indicating that the waveform in Figure 2 is universal and
representative.

3. Relation of the Division and
the Detonation Structure

The blasting wave division in concrete is fairly related to
the detonation wave structure. According to ZND detona-
tion theory [13–15], the spread of the shock wave in the
dynamite will become the detonation wave. Additionally, the
detonation wave structure can be divided into three parts:
shock front compressive zone 0-1, reaction zone 2-2, and gas-
expanding zone.

(1) The shock front compressive zone is about 10−4mm
wide and has the highest pressure and density, where
values suddenly surge.
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Figure 2: Complete time-strain curves of blasting waves.

(2) The reaction zone is about 10−1mm wide. The action
time is in the order of magnitude of 10−1 𝜇s. The head
face pressure 𝑃

𝐻
(i.e., pressure of C-J plane) at 2-2 is

about 1/2 of the wave front pressure 𝑃
𝑍
at 0-1, and the

density at 2-2 is about 1/3 of the density at 0-1.
(3) In the gas-expanding zone, the expansion of the det-

onation products is isentropic, and the air pressure,
density, and temperature continue to fall.

As pointed out by Ramulu et al. [16], when the blasting
occurs in the concrete, the effect of blasting wave on the
concrete is similar to the detonation wave in an explosive
and depends on the detonation design parameters. As proven
by experiments, the shock wave in rocks is a disturbance at
supersonic speed. The medium states (pressure, density, and
temperature) at the wave frontmutate in fractions of 1 𝜇s, and
the particles at the wave frontmove fast.The result agrees well
with those shown in Figure 2, which means that the blasting
shock wave in the concrete is the result of the sudden jump
in detonation pressure at the wave front compressive zone.
However, because the blasting shock wave spreads in the
nonexplosion medium, the flowing velocity of the particles
right behind the shock front is lower than the spreading
velocity of the disturbance. Furthermore, because the shock
wave lacks external support, some rarefaction waves exist,
leading to an aperiodic decay of each parameter after the
shock front in the concrete at 3-4 𝜇s. Therefore, the shock
wave turns into the stress wave. The stress wave amplitude
is much smaller than the shock wave amplitude. The stress
wave front is also flatter, its action time equals that of the
shock wave, and the time of the stress value ascending lasts
shorter than when the stress value is descending. The stress
wave zone in the concrete may be related to the continuous
falling of the pressure and the density between the 1-1 front
plane and the 2-2 (C-J) plane in the reaction zone. A certain
concrete point in the stress zone may also correspond with
a point at the C-J plane in the detonation wave. The gas-
expanding zone in the concrete is caused by the amorphous
isentropic expansion and flow of the detonation product after
the C-J plane. And the gas-expanding action mainly causes
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the deformation, compression, and tension in the rocks, as
well as the formation of cracks.

4. Relation of the Wave Division and
the Mechanism of Rock Blasting

To summarize various perspectives on themechanismof rock
blasting, Yang et al. [17] considered that the stress wave plays
a dominant role in the whole rock blasting process. In terms
of time, the shock wave activates the original microcracks
in rocks and generates the crushed zone and radial cracks
around the borehole first; then the following stress wave
widens these cracks, which leads to a reflected tension stress
wave failure at the free face; and the explosion gas wedges
in the cracks may connects the cracks together. Finally, the
rock fragments are thrownout.Owing to the separation of the
free face reflected wave and the blasting wave in the temporal
domain, the gas-expanding zone right after the shock wave
zone being the reflected tension stress wave is impossible, as
proven by themeasured reflected tension stresswave from the
free face. The wave division in this test agrees well with the
result of the study by Yang et al. [17], who supposed that the
reflected tension stress wave from the free face is negligible.

In terms of space, when a coupling explosion occurs in
an infinite rock, three zones will appear around the borehole.
These zones are the crushed zone (near area), which is 3–
7𝑅
0
(𝑅
0
is the charge radius) radius around the borehole

and caused by the shock wave; the crack zone (middle area),
which is 8–150𝑅

0
radius around the borehole and caused

by the stress wave; and the elastic vibration zone (far area),
which is more than 150𝑅

0
radius around the borehole and

caused by the gas expansion. In this test, the monitoring
points are located in the blasting center area at 20𝑅

0
, 31𝑅
0
,

and 40𝑅
0
away from the center. The test results demonstrate

that the blasting shock wave action still affects this area, and
the fissures in the rocks at the center area are caused by the
combined effects of blasting shock wave, stress wave, and gas
expansion.

Therefore, the effects of coupling explosive blasting waves
in the concrete can be divided into three phases in terms of
time.

(1) The shock wave from the blasting wave front affects
the concrete medium by the overpressure and vio-
lent shock at a loading or unloading strain rate
of more than 104/s, which can be drawn from the
phenomenon that at 2.4–3.7 𝜇s the concrete is under
loading compression, at 2.4–3.7 𝜇s the blasting cavity
is under unloading and resilience, and at 4.7–5.6 𝜇s
the remaining weak shock wave is decaying with
oscillation.

(2) The stress wave affects the concrete medium through
the compression and tension stress at a loading or
unloading strain rate several times higher than 104/s,
which can be drawn from the phenomenon that the
concrete is under loading and unloading again at 5.6–
8.6 𝜇s, and the peak values of the compression stress,

the tension stress, and the strain rate at the broken
boundary are much higher than before.

(3) The isentropic expansion of gas affects the medium
by continuous approximate static tension or com-
pression stress, which can be drawn from the phe-
nomenon that at 8.6–24.7 𝜇s the concrete is still under
continuous tension and compression, and decaying
with oscillation occurs in the end lasting for about
1 𝜇s.

In terms of space, these three actions exist in the study
area at the same time, and they are independent of one
another, contrary to the traditional view. The shock wave is
previously thought to be in the near area, and the stress wave
that decays rapidly with distance is in the middle area of the
rock blasting area division. These two mechanical processes
are two blasting loading forms in themediumbecause of their
different distances from the blasting center, instead of being
independent of each other.

5. Verification of Blasting Wave Division

To further verify the blasting wave division, the reflected
blasting wave and the contacting blasting wave from the free
face are tested on the same type of concrete. In the free face
reflected wave, the protective plate is uncovered to prevent
absorbing the energy. The sampling precision is 0.1 𝜇s, and
the sampling time lasts 20 000𝜇s; thus, 200 000 data sets of
each point are recorded to form a blasting waveform during
each blasting. A part of the original measured waveform can
be seen in Figure 3, and other analogous waveforms during
the whole test appeared. In Figure 3, two conspicuous sudden
jumps are recorded. A zoomed in image of the waveform
of jump A is shown in Figure 2. The waveforms of the two
monitoring points of jump B are found in Figure 3(a) and
zoomed in in Figure 4. The time in Figure 4 starts from the
4025 𝜇s in Figure 3(a), and the action time of the reflected
wave is about 25 𝜇s. As shown in the test result, the reflected
wave cannot follow right after the shock wave zone and the
stress wave zone. Additionally, the properties of the reflected
waveform are entirely distinct from those of the waveform
in the gas-expanding zone. Besides, no reference has ever
proven that the free face reflected wave follows right after the
blasting shock wave.

In the free face contacting blasting test, the charge is
moved to the free face along the least resistance line, and
everything is kept constant except for the blasting position.
The measured waveform and the variations in loading strain
rate with time in every contacting blasting can be found in
Figure 5.

Based on Figure 5, the third zone of the blasting wave
signal obviously disappears as the energy dissipates because
of the rapid expansion in the air of the explosion gas. This
expansion leads to a decrease in stress at the interface, such
that the dynamic strain of the point in the medium is not
high enough to be measured. If the blasting reflected wave
is the one measured in the zone, the zone will not disappear
because the free face stays and the reflected wave continues;
the second zone, which is the stress wave zone, obviously
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Figure 3: Measured curves of the blasting wave and the reflected wave from the free face.
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Figure 4: Measured curves of the reflected wave from the free face.

decreases and even disappears. If the loading and unloading
properties of the whole blasting are considered, different
results will be generated. If the unloading and the resilience
of the shock wave are the onesmeasured in the zone, the zone
should have the characteristics of the stress wave zone in the
blasting wave division. However, as presented in numerous
tests, the phenomenon of decreasing and disappearing exists
in the second zone during the contacting blasting.

If the gas expansion causes a shock wave in the first zone,
the effect of the wave front and the reaction zone must be
ignored, a result which does not match detonation theory.
Furthermore, no reference has ever recorded that the peak
value of the gas expansion can reach more than 1GPa. If the
blasting cavity resilience and the second gas expansion occur
in the second zone, then the time when the gas-expanding
loading affects the blasting cavity should be determined.

However, only the loading of the blasting wave front and the
reaction zone can affect the first zone, and there is no time for
the explosion gas to expand and load in the first zone.

Therefore, based on ZND detonation theory, the mech-
anism of rock blasting, and the evidence of the blasting
wave division in the test results, the shock wave zone in
concrete results from the sudden jump in detonation pressure
at the wave front compressive zone. Furthermore, the gas-
expanding zone is caused by the amorphous isentropic
expansion and flow of the detonation product after the C-J
plane, and the mechanism in the stress wave zone in concrete
is very complex. An in-depth discussion concerning the
waves disappearing after the shock front of brittle materials,
such as K9 glass, under high-speed loadingwas carried out by
Zhao et al. [18]. After the blasting test, four cracks from the
borehole center toward the minimum burden appear at the
model surface (Figure 6).

The mechanical properties of materials are related to
the strain rate and are different from the static mechanical
properties. In the blasting wave, the function of the energy
for concrete deformation is [19]

𝐸 = 𝐹 (𝐸
𝑒
, 𝐸
𝑝
, 𝐸
Ω
, 𝐸
𝑥
) , (2)

where 𝐸
𝑒
is the elastic potential energy, 𝐸

𝑝
is the plastic

potential energy, 𝐸
Ω
is the surface energy of newly formed

surfaces, and 𝐸
𝑥
includes the other kinds of energy.

In this test, assuming that 𝐸
𝑥
= 0, then the process of

energy transfer is as follows: (1) the phase of shock wave
ascending: the concrete obtains energy 𝐸sh (𝐸sh = 𝐸𝑒 + 𝐸𝑝)
from the shock wave. If the energy 𝐸sh is higher than the
threshold value𝐸cri of crack development, new surface cracks
will be formed; when 𝐸sh < 𝐸cri, no surface cracks appear
and only the amount ofmicrocracks in the concrete increases;
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Table 1: Peak values and calculations in each region.

Test point number Shock wave zone Stress wave zone Gas-expanding zone Total

A

𝑡/us 2.4–5.6/3.3 5.6–8.6/3 8.6–24.7/16.1 22.4
𝑓/KHz 0–829 0–743 0–514 ×

𝜎max/MPa −1650 159.72 −65.01 ×

̇𝜀max/10
4 s−1 −7.58/10.5 1.43/−1.14 Approximate static load ×

𝑢max/m⋅s
−1

−151.6/210 28.5/−22.7 Approximate static state ×

𝑎max/m⋅s
−2 612/−505 125/−142 0 ×

𝐸
𝑖

0.0157 0.0016 0.0054 0.0231
𝜂
𝑖
/% 68.0 6.9 23.4 98.3

B

𝑡/us 2.4–5.6/3.3 5.6–8.6/3 8.6–24.7/16.1 22.4
𝑓/KHz 0–1000 0–686 0–227 ×

𝜎max/MPa −1518 101.31 25.476 ×

̇𝜀max/10
4 s−1 −7.52/8.9 1.24/−1.12 Approximate static load ×

𝑢max/m⋅s
−1

−148/178 24.8/−19.2 Approximate static state ×

𝑎max/m⋅s
−2 608/−413.5 87/−137.5 0 ×

𝐸
𝑖

0.0106 0.0012 0.0016 0.0137
𝜂
𝑖
/% 77.3 8.8 11.7 97.8
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Figure 5: Measured curve of contacting blasting waveform.

Figure 6: Distribution of blasting cracks in the 𝜙8mmmodel.

(2) the phase of shock wave unloading: two types of energy,
namely, deformation reversion energy 𝐸

𝑟
and wasted energy

𝐸
𝑑
, are released from 𝐸sh, between which 𝐸

𝑑
is the main

cause of formation of new surface cracks or microcracks; (3)
the phase of the effects of stress wave and explosion gas: the
types of energy the concrete gets from the stress wave and
the explosion gas are 𝐸st and 𝐸𝑔, respectively. If 𝐸st > 𝐸cri or
𝐸
𝑔
> 𝐸cri, then new surface cracks will form; otherwise, only

the existing cracks caused by 𝐸sh can develop further. Based
on the calculations in Table 1, 𝐸st and 𝐸𝑔 are much smaller
than 𝐸sh, and the effect of 𝐸sh is mainly reflected in the crack
development.

6. Conclusions

(1) In the test of blasting wave in concrete with coupling
charge, the following may be concluded in terms of
space: the monitoring area, which is 20𝑅

0
–40𝑅
0
away

from the blasting center, is subjected to the combined
effects of blasting shock wave, stress wave, and gas
expansion. In terms of time, the three waves affect
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the points. Concrete damage results from a complex
process under shock compression and tension of the
blasting shock wave, as well as the blasting stress wave
at a strain rate of more than 104/s, and the effect of gas
expansion at an approximate static state.

(2) The relationship between the effected process
of blasting wave and the concrete damage is
quantitatively analyzed in terms of energy. If the
shock wave energy is greater than the releasing rate
of energy for crack development, new surface cracks
appear; otherwise, only microcracks appear, and the
energy of the stress wave and that of the gas expansion
are much smaller than the shock wave energy whose
effect is mainly reflected in the crack development.
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